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This note summarizes a variety of rules that govern over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information, an essential ingredient to the functionality of contactless consumer payment instruments. These rules affect how those devices will be designed, how banks will deploy them, and which merchants are likely to accept them.

Contactless consumer payment instruments are devices based on infrared, Bluetooth, radio frequency identification (RFID), and near-field communication (NFC) technologies that permit consumers to make payments without swiping their cards or coming into physical contact with terminals at the point-of-sale. The prevalence of these payment instruments is growing in the United States: At present, tens of millions of contactless payment cards have been issued to U.S. consumers.¹ J.P. Morgan Chase alone has issued 30 million contactless payment cards,² and more than 150,000 point-of-sale terminals at merchants and service providers can accept contactless consumer payments.³ With large-scale issuance of mobile phones with built-in contactless payment technology on the horizon,⁴ and plans for widespread deployment of contactless debit cards in Canada,⁵ contactless consumer payments may someday become ubiquitous in North America. The fundamental feature of contactless consumer payments is the over-the-air transmission of consumers’ payment-related information. This note looks at the rules, laws, and regulations related to the transmission of consumers’ payment-related information and how they apply to contactless payments.

While very little state or federal law is triggered by the over-the-air communication
of consumers’ payment information (the subject of the section on Laws and Regulations, below), and no case law exists on the topic, a number of rules nonetheless apply. These rules, and the contracts that enforce them, affect the physical make-up of contactless consumer payment instruments, determine the types of contactless payment instruments that consumers have (or will have) access to, and influence the behavior of both the banks that issue payment instruments and the merchants that accept them. This note highlights several such rules and their scope. These rules include technical specifications, payment association rules, and payment-industry-established data security protocols. In addition, this review looks at a Nevada law that incorporates payment-industry-established standards (related to the secure, over-the-air communication of payment information in particular), and Massachusetts regulations that address the communication of consumer payment information using wireless devices. This note also looks at financial institution examination guidelines that require financial institutions to vet providers of services associated with advanced payment technologies. This note concludes by observing that the communication of consumers’ payment information over-the-air is a rapidly developing area that presents unique legal questions meriting close attention as consumers’ use of contactless payments increases.


Although little federal or state law (or regulation) applies to the over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information (the subject of the section on Laws and Regulations, below), a myriad of rules are nonetheless germane. These rules have been promulgated by various entities, including standard-setting organizations, payment networks, payment associations, and payment industry coalitions. The rules include technical specifications, payment association rules, and payment-industry-established data security protocols. They govern things like the physical make-up of contactless consumer payment instruments, how contactless payment instruments enter the marketplace, and how payments-related data is transmitted to or from these payment instruments. This section details these rules and their scope.

Technical Requirements

Similar to most technologies in the marketplace today, contactless consumer payments employ standard operating procedures and protocols established by various standard-setting bodies, which include the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), EMVCo, the Near Field Communication Forum (NFC Forum), and the Accredited Standards Committee X9 (ASC X9). These procedures and protocols — embodied in technical requirements and operating standards — set ground rules for how contactless consumer payment instruments must operate. The rules are ultimately enforced through various contracts between payment networks, banks, merchant banks, and merchants. They provide key market participants, such as the manufacturers of contactless payment instruments and acceptance devices, with core specifications around which they can create interoperable technology.

At the heart of contactless consumer payments-related rules (and RFID-based payments in general) is a standard known as ISO/IEC 14443. This standard (in parts 1-4)
defines the physical characteristics of proximity integrated circuit cards, or PICCs, and establishes protocols for communication between these cards and other devices, such as readers – called payment coupling devices, or PCDs, under the standard. In addition, related parts look at the physical characteristics of cards, radio frequency power and signal interference, initialization and anti-collision, and transmission protocol.9

Another standard, the EMV Contactless Communication Protocol Specification, is published by EMVCo, a joint venture between major payment networks American Express, JCB, MasterCard, and Visa. This standard establishes specifications for the manufacture of contactless payment instruments.10 Essentially, the EMV Contactless Communication Protocol Specification allows payment system designers (such as manufacturers of contactless payment instruments, manufacturers of devices for accepting contactless payments, and financial institutions) a minimum set of functional requirements “to ensure correct operation and interoperability.”11 In other words, the EMV Contactless Communication Protocol Specification serves as a collective payment-network-interpretation of ISO/IEC 14443, an interpretation that must be followed in order to produce contactless cards for the U.S. market.

Compared to RFID-based payments technology, NFC-based payments technology has additional technical specifications beyond those outlined in ISO/IEC 14443 and the EMV Contactless Communication Protocol Specification.12 Largely promulgated by the NFC Forum, the additional technical standards applicable to NFC-based payments address things like the type of connection that payments devices must establish, the format for the exchange of payments-related data, and the kind of information that can be stored on certain devices.13

While technical standards set by various standard-setting bodies provide the chief underlying set of rules that govern the physical make-up of contactless consumer payment instruments, there are additional rules that direct the design of these payment instruments and control how they enter the market. For example, major U.S. payment networks issue their own specifications around which contactless consumer payment instruments must be designed and require that instruments that interact with their networks be tested and approved before entering the marketplace.14 For businesses that buy contactless payment technology, such as banks that want to buy contactless payment cards to issue to their customers, or merchants that want to purchase contactless payment device readers for the point-of-sale, major U.S. payment networks maintain lists of approved contactless consumer payments devices.15

Payment Association Rules
In May 2010, members of the major electronic payments association, the National Automated Clearing House Association, or NACHA,16 approved the Mobile ACH Payments Rule.17 The rule, which becomes effective January 1, 2011, permits ACH debit transfers that are initiated by or that involve communication sent over a wireless network to be submitted as “WEB” coded transactions. According to NACHA, the “rule will expand the definition of Internet-Initiated Entries (WEB) to include ACH debits authorized and/or initiated via wireless networks and require that those payments utilize the WEB Standard Entry Class (SEC) Code.”18 Essentially, this rule lays the foundation for
over-the-air origination by consumers of ACH transfers.

**Payment-Industry-Established Data Security Protocols**

The Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council has established standards that govern how organizations hold and transfer consumer-payments-related information. Two such standards are the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and Payment Application Data Security Standard (PA DSS). American Express, Discover Financial Service, JCB International, MasterCard Worldwide, and Visa have incorporated these standards into their data security compliance programs. Both standards contain provisions that relate to the over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information.

The PCI DSS requires “wireless environments connected to the cardholder data or transmitting cardholder data” to have “wireless vendor defaults [changed], including but not limited to default wireless encryption keys, passwords, and [simple network management protocol] community strings,” and managers of these environments must “ensure wireless device security settings are enabled for strong encryption technology for authentication and transfer.”

In addition, organizations that accept most bank-issued payment instruments must “install perimeter firewalls between any wireless networks and the cardholder data environment, and configure these firewalls to deny or control (if such traffic is necessary for business purposes) any traffic from the wireless environment into the cardholder data environment.”

Similar to requirements of the PCI DSS, the PA DSS requires all users of payment applications that incorporate wireless technology to ensure that the wireless technology is “implemented securely.”

This requires, for example, verification “that the wireless applications do not use vendor default settings and are configured in accordance with [the standard],” and verification of installation by vendors or appropriate parties of required firewalls.

Overall, these standards significantly influence the market for contactless consumer payment instruments by establishing compliance requirements for devices that accept contactless payment instruments, the networks that support such devices, and the transmission of payment-related information as part of settlement processes.

**Laws and Regulations**

This section looks at a provision of Nevada law that incorporates the PCI DSS, at Massachusetts regulations that address the communication of consumer payment information using wireless devices, and at Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council examination guidelines related to over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information.

**Nevada Revised Statute chapter 603A**

Under Nevada Revised Statute chapter 603A, consumers’ “personal information,” which includes a consumer’s “account number, credit card number or debit card number, in combination with any required security code, access code or password that would permit access to the person’s financial account,” must be handled in a manner that complies with the PCI DSS.

Section 603A.215 of the statute requires “data collector[s]” doing business in Nevada, and that accept payment cards in connection with the sale of goods or services (this would include contactless payment cards), to “comply with the current version of the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard, as adopted by the PCI.
Security Standards Council or its successor organization,” which, as the last section details, has several substantive requirements that concern the over-the-air transfer of consumer payment information.28

Massachusetts Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation’s Standards for the Protection of Personal Information of Residents of the Commonwealth
Pursuant to Massachusetts General Law, chapter 93H (a law related to data security and data security breaches),29 the Massachusetts Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation’s “Standards for the Protection of Personal Information of Residents of the Commonwealth” establish “minimum standards to be met in connection with the safeguarding of personal information contained in both paper and electronic records.”30 Under these standards, every person, corporation, association, partnership, or other legal entity31 that electronically32 stores or transmits consumers’ personal information (personal information includes a Massachusetts resident’s debit or credit card number in combination with that resident’s first name and last name or first initial and last name)33 must have a written, comprehensive security program that covers computers and “any wireless system” used.34 Such a program must, to the extent technically feasible, and in addition to a number of other requirements, provide for the “encryption of all transmitted records and files containing personal information that will travel across public networks, and encryption of all data containing personal information to be transmitted wirelessly.”35

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council Internet Technology Examination Handbook
The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) is a formal interagency body that drafts standards, guidelines, principles, and model report forms for federal examination of financial institutions by federal banking regulatory agencies. The FFIEC has issued examination guidelines with provisions that relate to payment technologies capable of over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information. The 2010 Retail Payment Systems IT Examination Handbook (the handbook) notes that “financial institutions offering advanced payment technologies [must] perform due diligence and vendor management as they would on any service provider.”36

In addition, the handbook, in a section entitled Emerging Network Technologies, observes that “emerging payment systems rely upon, and may be integrated with, underlying network communication technologies and protocols. If not properly implemented, new and emerging network communication technologies may expose the payment device or system to additional vulnerabilities. This is particularly true with any network that relies upon broadcast technology to send and receive information. Even close proximity wireless devices, such as RFID, have been found to be vulnerable to eavesdropping at distances greater than they were designed for. Care should be taken to ensure that the underlying network communication technology has security appropriate to the information being transmitted. Currently, there are four types of short-range wireless connectivity technologies that can be used to connect payment devices to POS devices. These include: Infrared, RFID, NFC, and Bluetooth.”37
Conclusion

Although contactless payment technology is believed to provide significant, important advantages over existing technology — such as the ability to increase the speed of transactions, the ability to provide greater protection for consumers’ payments-related information,\(^3\) or the ability to dynamically store and update important information related to particular transactions (such as warranty or reward program information)\(^3\) — the types of contactless payment instruments that consumers will have access to and the methods of communicating consumers’ payment-related information over-the-air are still developing. So too are the rules that govern these instruments and the over-the-air communication of consumers’ payment information. As this development continues, stakeholders in electronic consumer payments should maintain an open dialogue with regulators to ensure that state and federal regulations do not unduly impair the development of a payment technology that can provide significant, important advantages over existing technology.

\(^1\) The views expressed in this review are those of the author and not necessarily those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia or the Federal Reserve System.
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